
 
 

The rise of public interest journalism; duty or intrusion.   

 

Hello, my name is Genevieve Buckley and alongside my co-chair Orla Anderson we will be 

chairing the media committee at the upcoming MUN held at North Berwick High School. We 

have chosen topics that we feel are relevant in today’s climate and we are looking forward to 

hearing what both new and old delegates can bring to the debate! We encourage you to 

email us your position paper for each debate in advance of the conference, this should be a 

brief summary outlining your countries view of the topic being debated and should be around 

50 words. This gives us an idea of your countries opinion prior to the day of the conference. 

Please email the completed position papers to either Orla or myself at 

nb15andeo@edubuzz.org or nb15buckg@edubuzz.org . Bringing a resolution paper on the 

day of the conference is also advised as it allows for a far more interesting and productive 

debate. For more insight into how our MUN is run and how to prepare your resolution paper 

go to https://www.edubuzz.org/modelunitednationsnbhs/ . Don’t hesitate to contact us with 

any questions you may have, looking forward to seeing you all on November 22nd! 

 

 

 

Introduction to debate: 

 

Throughout history, the media has existed with the purpose to inform, in return the public 

have built a dependency on its ability to provide information that is seen as being in the 

interests of the public. However over the years, the distinction between information that is in 

the interest of the public and information that merely interests the public has become less 

defined. Whilst updates on health, transport, the environment or politics hold genuine 

importance and warrant publishing, the newest celebrity scandal or victim exploitation 

arguably should not be reported if only justified by public interest and built off bogus 

information. 

 

However, there is a lot to be said for public interest journalism and its often overlooked 

benefits. Firstly, this manner of journalism can work to expose corruption and foul play. This 

advantage is in the unusual category of being both in the interest of the public and the 

public's interest. A British example of this benefit is found in the 2009 expenses scandal, in 

which the telegraph released a shocking exposé named ‘The truth about the cabinet’s 

expenses’. The article was investigative journalism at its best, as it informed the tax-paying 

public on affairs that directly concerned them and brought just punishment to the 

perpetrators as after it was published five MPs and 2 peers were given jail sentences. An   

American example that shows the benefits of exposing such wrongdoing is seen in the 

Watergate Scandal. After two Washington Post journalists, Bob Woodward and Carl 

Bernstein, exposed a scandal starting with the burglary of files from Democratic National 
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Committee headquarters and culminating in the impeachment of then president Nixon and 

the arrest of the original 5 burglars and 7 high ranking White House officials. Through the 

work of the journalists, a link was found between Nixon's reelection committee and those 

who had stolen the confidential files. This is yet another example of the power that public 

interest journalism, when done legitimately, can have and the importance of its existence 

when reporting only to serve in the public’s interest. Journalism is a crucial source for the 

public in gaining insight into what is going on in government ‘behind the scenes’ and if this 

was restricted it could be detrimental to the trust which a functioning government relies on. In 

Australia, in October of this year, multiple newspapers have blacked out their front pages as 

an act of protest against the government after they imposed unwarranted attacks on the 

freedom of the press. The campaign is arguing that the government has no right to censor 

what they report and has taken on the slogan ‘When government keeps the truth from you, 

what are they covering up?’. 

 

On the other hand, as allowed by the fairly weak regulations, public interest journalism often 

goes too far, exploiting and humiliating the victims of their stories which the public don’t 

necessarily need to have known in the first place. In terms of regulation, it is often down to 

third party bodies to enforce restrictions on journalistic freedom. One of these is the 

Independent Press Standards Organisation (IPSO), they are responsible for regulating most 

of Britain's newspapers. However, many would argue that IPSO and similar organisations 

are not doing enough to enforce these laws. IPSO claims to put high value on accuracy, 

quoted in their code saying that ‘The Press must take care not to publish inaccurate, misleading 

or distorted information or images, including headlines not supported by the text’. 

Already, we can see that there is a vast discrepancy between what these regulations promise 

and the reality. The manipulation of headlines and the use of bogus information has become a 

sales strategy for many newspapers- but what consequence does this really have?  

The victims of public interest journalism, without any form of consent, have their lives completely 

changed- suddenly a whole population is forming judgement and scrutinizing based off often 

false information. A well known example of public interest journalism doing more wrong than 

good is seen in the reports of multiple british newspapers in 2007 after British toddler 

Madeleine Mcann went missing whilst on holiday in Portugal. The newspapers, fuelled by no 

real fact, defamed Madeleine's parents Kate and Gerry Mcann publishing horrendous claims 

that they were somehow responsible for their daughter's disappearance. The couple sued 

multiple newspapers, both British and portugese, for libel and received compensation of over 

£550,000 after the express newspaper admitted the ‘utter falsity’ of the articles they 

published. This also had very humane repercussions, not only did it take away from what 

should have been the real focus- the search for Madeleine, but it vilified the Mcann’s in a 

manner that was utterly unnecessary. The ‘Hacked off campaign’ launched in 2011 after the 

phone hacking scandal, perpetrated by the now defunct news of the world newspaper, has 

many members who have been wrongly exploited by the media- including Gerry mcann and 

other familiar faces. As an organisation they feel that regulators like IPSO are not doing 



 
anywhere near enough to protect people from harmful media exposure claiming that it has in 

fact never carried out any actual regulation – not a single investigation or fine in more than 

three years.  

 

In an age where newspapers are nearing extinction and much of the news is now read 

online, the pressure to sell appears to have led many journalists to sacrifice their ethics in 

the name of public interest. But are these sensationalistic headlines really harmful enough to 

breach the freedom of the press through regulation? If so, how do you advise the UN go 

about this regulation in a way that doesn't make the press feel too censored and therefore 

threaten democratic characteristics? Or, Is the rise of public interest completely 

appropropriate and justified as it allows corruption to be exposed and the populace to feel 

engaged? 

 

Points to consider:   

 

● Does your country have a free press? 

● Is the press in your country regulated? 

● If so, is this regulation carried out privately or through government policy? 

● Has your country seen corruption or wrongdoing exposed by the press? 

● Does your country impose any sanctions to newspapers who unfairly expose? 

 

 

Useful links 

 

● https://www.pressgazette.co.uk/the-redefining-of-public-interest-journalism-has-had-

a-devastating-effect-on-our-free-press-and-its-going-to-get-far-worse/ 

● http://theconversation.com/explainer-what-is-public-interest-journalism-78996 

● https://ethicaljournalismnetwork.org/the-public-interest 

● https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/may/15/the-guardian-view-on-

media-and-the-markles-give-the-family-a-break 

● https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-15686679 

● https://hackinginquiry.org/                     
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